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VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE CERTIFICATE – the idea and the main purposes
Vocational Competence Certificate (VCC) is a system involving education and certification
of professional competences. The idea of VCC was born in 2007. It was a result of observing
changes occurring on labour market and it was created by taking into account such issues
as combining and integrating knowledge and professional skills with the needs of companies
functioning on international labour market. VCC Institute has conducted analyses regarding
monitoring requirements and labour market needs, analysing competences and the needs
of various areas of professional activity.
The idea of VCC is constantly being developed, simultaneously connecting Partners coming
from different countries and continents. A research analysis as well as predictions of VCC
has been prepared in compliance with the European Union concepts.
This fact is mirrored in operational programmes involving occupational
mobility in the years 2007 - 2013 and, in particular,
in the years 2014 - 2020.

The aim of the VCC standard is to:
q

monitor global labour market needs

q

monitor the development of new and emerging occupations

q

specify professional competences for new occupations

q

providing vocational education, in compliance with employers'
expectations and requirements

q

update and develop competences within the already acquired qualifications

q

certify competences in a way uniform for the global labour market

q

standardize professional competences to global labour market needs

The VCC standard provides an opportunity to acquire new professional
competences (New Competences) as well as to develop the already
acquired competences (Select Competences) in order to match them
to the needs of constantly changing labour market. VCC is an immensely
innovative standard due to the fact that the training and certification
scheme does not only entail theoretical knowledge but it also involves
practical professional skills, foreign language professional jargon
as well as computer skills. Only this array of the acquired knowledge
and competences makes it possible to get the VCC certificate.
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VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE CERTIFICATE IN THE EUROPEAN UNION STRATEGIES
VCC is included in the EU initiative, "New Skills for New Jobs”
The European Commission attempts to create better matching
between education and labour market needs. One
of the initiatives contributing to the implementation
of the abovementioned aim is the "New skills for New Jobs"
initiative. Education needs to be available to the citizens of the
European countries throughout their whole professional career.
This condition is necessary for developing the acquired skills
as well as acquiring completely new skills and qualifications
in any moment of professional career. It refers not only
to professional skills of carrying out specific work, but also
to efficient functioning in work environment and leading active
life within the society. In order to put this principle in practice,
the EU developed Common European Framework of Reference
in which it determines eight key competences for lifelong
learning. The EU supports cooperation of state governments
in modernizing higher education systems (Bologna Process
and Copenhagen Process). The cooperation aims at improving
efficiency, quality and attractiveness of teaching and delivering
courses.
What professions would be most desirable on the labour market
within the next 10 years? How will the demand for skills and
competences change in the whole European Union? Are
the education and training delivery systems prepared in the way
providing the European citizens with potential job?
Research studies show that better developed and completely new professional skills will be required for finding a job
in the future. Economic crisis as well as structural factors, namely globalization, technological changes, ageing society and
transition to low-emission economy are the main causes of rapid changes occurring on the European labour markets.
Consequently, this rapid progress results in the lacks of appropriate skills that are required in some sectors or professions in the
whole European Union. In order to provide everyone with opportunities of employment and to create more competitive and
balanced economy, Europe needs better qualified workforce that will be able to face the present and future challenges
successfully. In order to make it possible we should diligently invest in developing appropriate skills as well as in developing better
matching between them and labour market needs. This can be achieved by predicting future trends successfully The VCC system
was created in compliance with the EUROPE 2020 Strategy that is a continuation of the Lisbon Strategy. It is constantly monitoring
the European labour market and thanks to the analytical approach towards the whole issue, it successfully predicts which skills
are and will be needed in tomorrow's labour market. Consequently, vocational education is developed in a completely new form.
This provides employees with an opportunity to acquire new skills that are currently in demand. For monitoring development
changes, the system applies not only its own researches but also analyses of the European Centre for the Development
of Vocational Training, studies and bulletins of the European Union, as well as researches conducted within the project
"Monitoring labour market developments in Europe."
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Thanks to applying percentage exam results of the individual modules,
VCC has become a part of the ECVET system.
The European Credit System for Vocational Education and
Training (ECVET) helps people who make an attempt
to acquire new vocational qualifications and migrate
between various countries. The ECVET system provides
individuals with an opportunity to acquire, move and
recognise qualifications as approved learning results
in a specific country (independent on circumstances in which
the learning process took place).
The superior aim of the ECVET is to support lifelong learning,
increase clarity and comparability of qualifications, support
geographic, educational and vocational mobility as well
as increase common confidence and cooperation
of the EU countries.

VCC includes professional foreign language jargon
and due to this fact it meets the requirements of CELAN.
The CELAN system aims at promoting foreign languages
in business in order to increase competitiveness and
employment. The activities of the net entail:
q

studying language needs of the European companies
in various sectors,

q

analysing existing tools and language services,

q

developing on-line applications supporting
the improvement of the business people's foreign
language needs.

A foreign language module divided into two blocks has been
anticipated also within the structure of courses and VCC
certification. The first block involves a general foreign
language course. The second block is matched to the needs
of individual professions; it entails professional vocabulary
and phrases.
Courses and exams are going to be supported by on-line
tools.
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VCC meets the requirements of the European Qualifications Framework.
The idea of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) appeared in 2004.
It was created by the European Commission in October 2006 and formally
approved by the European Parliament in April 2008. The European
Qualifications Framework is an international frame of reference including all
qualifications and is entirely based on learning effects. EQF aims at comparing
qualifications acquired at different time, in different forms and in different
places, developing better matching between skills
and labour market needs, improving workforce
mobility, promoting lifelong learning.
The VCC Institute pursues similar aims.
European Qualifications Framework allows
to integrate learning effects in general, higher
and vocational education systems, i.e. formal,
informal and non-formal education.
The abovementioned assumptions are mirrored
by the VCC standard, where the certification process in specific occupations
(also in such professions that have just appeared on the labour market)
is created by groups of professional experts and based on validatable learning
effects. Everyone can go through the VCC certification process, regardlessof time, place or form of knowledge acquisition.
This condition is the most important assumption of EQF.
According to provisions of the European Parliament and the Council of Europe of 23 April 2008 concerning establishing
the European Qualifications Framework, the term "qualifications" means "a formal result of assessment and validation processes
achieved in such a situation when, according to the previously determined procedure, the right body stated that the specific
person gained learning results which are in compliance with the determined standards." The formal result means that, as a result
of following the specific procedure, the specific person has received a diploma or a certificate.
However, "professional qualifications" are understood as a system of skills, messages and psychophysical features required
for carrying out professional tasks. This approach is mirrored in the concept of the VCC standard, into which the elements
of interpersonal, computer and foreign language competences were included. As a result of the certification process,
the interested person gets a formal result and the VCC Institute states, according to appropriate procedures that the person
achieved the learning effects in compliance with the described standard. These effects are in details specified in the certificate
supplement.
Consequently, a VCC certificate holder is a fully qualified employee, both in theoretical and practical approach. Such people can
use information technology in their work and speak foreign language using professional jargon related to their profession.
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CERTIFICATION SYSTEM
The VCC standard provides an opportunity to acquire new professional competences (New Competences) as well as to develop
the already acquired competences (Select Competences) in order to adapt them to needs of constantly changing job market.
The training and certification scheme does not only involve theoretical knowledge but also practical professional skills, computer
skills as well as professional jargon of a foreign language. All these factors make the VCC standard immensely innovative. Only this
array of acquired knowledge and competences makes it possible to get the VCC certificate - New Competences or Select
Competences.
A supplement is enclosed to the certificate. The supplement synthetically presents results gained within specific competence
areas. It also details subject areas covered by the exam. The supplement is an immensely important document for employers
who, by analysing it, may assess to what extent a potential employee's competences meet their expectations.

Select
Competences

New
Competences

Example
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VCC New Competences
The VCC New Competences module provides an opportunity to acquire new professional competences and get
the certificate that entitles to work in a profession stated
in this document, being in compliance with Inter-national
Standard Classification of Occupations. In order to get
the VCC New Competition certificate, a candidate needs
to pass all exams covering the following areas:
q

Theoretical vocational competences

q

Practical vocational competences

q

Foreign language competences

q

IT competences

The percentage of specific competence areas depends on specifications of individual professions and it is stated in a job
description. A person taking the exam gets percentage result within specific competence areas. The final grade that can be found
on the certificate is calculated according to the arithmetic average of the grades acquired within the competence areas.
A supplement is enclosed to the certificate.
A recommended vocational education pathway within the VCC New Competences module includes from 260 to 300 training
hours. This fact has been described in details in jobs description. Simultaneously, it ought to be emphasized that everyone can go
through the VCC certification process, regardless of time, place or form of knowledge acquisition. Education Academies deliver
courses that are developed in compliance with the VCC standard. However, one does not need to go through the whole education
pathway in order to go through the certification process.

VCC Select Competences
The VCC Select Competences module provides the candidates with an opportunity to develop, update and independently choose
new competences in order to expand the array of the already acquired professional skills. In order to do so, a candidate needs
to choose one or several modules of the available courses (e.g. practical, IT or foreign language module) or even specific, single
competencies (e.g. medical care for older people or forklift truck operator training).
The VCC Select Competences training offer includes
various courses delivered in app. 40 hours.
The details of the courses are included
in the description of individual modules.
The courses are delivered
by Academies of Education.
However, one does not need
to cover the whole education
pathway in order to go
through the certification process.
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Examination process
According to the VCC methodology, the exam consists of two parts, i.e.
the practical and the theoretical one. The examination is assisted by VCC
Partners who, according to the procedure described in details, are authorized
to conduct examinations. In order to obtain this authorization, a Partner needs
to have appropriate employees, equipment and premises. The theoretical part,
in form of a test taking 45 minutes, is conducted by an examination system
operator using on-line examination platform. In order to become an examination
system operator, one needs to complete an e-learning competence course.
Professional placements take place at VCC Partners' institutions. A placement
tutor, who is simultaneously a placement examiner, verifies person's practical
skills. In this continuous verification process a candidate needs to practically
solve specific problems using the already acquired theoretical knowledge.
The placement tutor, a master of his profession,determines the final number
of hours served within the professional placement. This decision is made after holding preliminary interviews with candidates.
Such conversations concern their professional experience.
In order to become the placement examiner, one needs to have substantiated qualifications, professional experience as well
as has to complete a VCC e-learning course. Detailed provisions regulating the abovementioned issues are defined by appropriate
procedures.

Theoretical exam

Practical exam

VCC Certificate obtaining
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VCC SOCIETY
The VCC Society includes:
q

VCC Regional Academies

q

VCC Academies of Education

q

VCC Partners

Regional Academy
VCC Regional Academy is a structure operating within a specific region/country. Its aim is to research,
analyse and evaluate regional labour market needs and prepare professional training curricula matching
the regional labour markets needs. Regional Academy translates training materials into the course
participants' native language. It also authorizes training materials that are to be approved by Educational
Academies or VCC Partners. This procedure is carried out by providing the materials with VCC conformity

REGIONAL
ACADEMY

mark.
Educational Academy verifies coaches in factual, methodical and didactical terms. Moreover, it also grants them proper rights.
Regional Academy authorizes placement examiners, operators of the examination system, as well as careers advisers.
Regional Academy also approves the final versions of examination tests, supervises theoretical and practical examinations, and
issues certificates. It also promotes the VCC standard, supports Educational Academies, recruits Partners and provides them
with an organizational support. Moreover, Regional Academy organizes conferences, seminars, congresses and public debates
at which subjects concerning vocational teaching are discussed. During these events, Regional Academy promotes the VCC
standard and gets information about a situation on labour market. Regional Academy covers authorization costs. Regional
Academy closely cooperates with the VCC Institute
Within the VCC system, Regional Academy is responsible for conducting certification process in accordance with the standard.
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q

monitoring regional labour market needs

q

promoting the standard

q

adapting education curricula

q

accrediting coaches

q

developing training materials

q

accrediting examiners

q

authorizing training materials

q

accrediting partners

q

issuing certificates

Academy of Education
VCC Academy of Education delivers courses in accordance with the VCC standard The status of Academy
of Education can be obtained by training institutions, regional labour market institutions, continuing
education institutions, vocational schools (basic vocational schools and technical secondary schools),
employers’ associations as well as other institutions and companies once they have fulfilled the necessary
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requirements and has been successfully authorized.
A formal condition that needs to be met in order to obtain the status of Academy of Education is to provide course participants
with teaching process based on training materials created in compliance with the VCC standard. Moreover, students need to be
provided with the appropriate teaching staff qualified to teach within given profession. Academy of Education can use materials
made available by Regional Academy or present its own materials in order to authorize them. After the authorization process,
Academy of Education obtains a certificate with a supplement enclosed. In these documents there is a list of professional courses
that can be delivered by a given Academy.
Academy of Education runs promotion and marketing activities, recruits candidates for placement examiners, operators
of the examination systems, advisers as well as VCC experts. Academy of Education is a guarantee of properly delivered education
services. Academy of Education covers authorization costs.
Within the VCC system, Academy of Education is responsible for teaching services delivered in accordance with the standard.
Main activities of Regional Academy include:
q delivering courses
q promoting the standard
q recruiting Partners
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VCC Partners
The following establishments may become VCC Partners: continuing education institutions, vocational schools, technical
secondary schools, training companies, language schools, labour market institutions, institutions of government and selfgovernment administration, business sector representatives as well as individual persons.
VCC Partners include inter alia:
q

Placement examiners

q

Operators of the examination systems

q

Experts

q

Career advisers

q

Public administration bodies, enterprises, companies

PARTNER

Placement tutor - a person who, within the previously acquired professional qualifications, was authorized to conduct
examinations. Furthermore, such a person also successfully completed an e-learning course covering the idea of the VCC
standard. The placement examiner conducts examination verifying practical skills within a specific profession.
Operator of the examination system - a person who successfully completed e-learning course covering the idea of the VCC
standard as well as operating the examination platform. The operator of the examination system is obliged to operate
the examination platform and to supervise the exam.
Experts and professional advisers actively participate in developing better matching between training curricula and education
needs of a specific region/country. They provide advising services as well as content-related and methodological support. They
support Regional Academies in creating core curricula, teaching materials and examination tests. They actively participate
in monitoring labour market needs and changes occurring within them, present and promote the VCC standard during seminars,
conferences as well as domestic and international symposia. They can also associate themselves at Regional Academies and
create Groups of Experts.
Public administration bodies, enterprises and companies - offer placements for course participants. Actively participate in debates
regarding vocational education.
In order to become the VCC Partner, one should fill in a VCC admission application and upload onto their website training materials
promoting the VCC standard. This needs to be carried out according to appropriate provisions. Becoming the VCC Partner does
not involve any fees.
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q

organizing professional placements

q

promoting the VCC standard

q

conducting theoretical and practical examinations

q

delivering opinions about training curricula

New Competences
CERTIFICATION CATALOGUE

Vocational Competence Certificate

New Competences

SECRETARY
A secretary helps her superior in administrative
issues, writing letters, making notes, setting up
meetings, dealing with guests, being an intermediary between the superior and the employees
as well as clients. She also manages other auxiliary
activities. A secretary occupies a representative
position in a company, she creates a company
image. The more duties an employer has, the higher
qualifications should a secretary have. Conditions
in which a superior works and makes decisions
depend on the organization of a company's front
office. A secretary's job involves numerous different
tasks; it requires a lot of power, broad knowledge,
skills as well as personal initiative. The scope
of secretary's duties includes professional, personal

The scope of the secretary's certifiable professional
competences includes the following areas:

and interpersonal competences in forms of various

q

Autopresentation

subject areas. They are complemented by foreign

q

Welcoming clients

language competences that allow a secretary

q

Elements of negotiation techniques

to welcome foreign guests and partners, make

q

Interpersonal communication and eliminating communication
barriers

The level of assimilating information included

q

Time management

in individual subject areas is verified by theoretical

q

Making telephone calls

and practical examinations. The examination

q

Writing letters concerning various issues

platform is used in case of conducting

q

Correspondence registration systems

the theoretical examination. The practical exam

q

Planning, coordinating and accounting for business trips

in form of problems to be solved is conducted by

q

Managing office equipment

a placement tutor.

q

Assertiveness in a workplace

Suggested number of hours: 288. This includes:

q

Stress management

telephone calls or write letters in a foreign language.

q

84 hours of theoretical classes

q

84 hours of practical classes

A secretary's professional competences include also computer

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

skills in the following areas:

q

60 hours of foreign language professional
jargon classes

q

Editing documents

q

Applying spreadsheet in a company's front office

q

Using mail merge

q

Searching and storing information found in the Internet

q

Using electronic schedules

q

Using document circulation systems

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 4115).
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SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Proper interpretation of signals sent
by interlocutors and adapting conversation
to their expectations, frequently decides about
successful sales. Knowing the issues may help
sales representatives in finding proper
solutions in contacts with present and
potential customers. It will also allow them
to create long-lasting relationships with Clients
and successfully use sales techniques, sales
strategies and methods of attracting
customers' attention with specific products.
Certifiable skills immensely develop the
t ra i n i n g p a r t i c i p a n t s ' i n t e r p e rs o n a l
communication skills. They can be also applied
in everyday life, making it possible to avoid
conflicts and achieve aims more easily.
A successful sales representative being able
to properly present and sell a product/service
should acquire the abovementioned core
skills, which should be also combined with
knowledge about an offered product.
Certification includes also computer skills that
are to make sales representative's work easier
as well as foreign language skills that may allow
the sales rep to cooperate with foreign
customers. Using sales representative skills
in the right way as well as company's successoriented approach may contribute to great
development of a company.
Suggested number of hours: 248.
This includes:
q

64 hours of theoretical classes

q

64 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional
jargon classes

Certifiable skills:
q Selling techniques and strategies
q Direct marketing in practice - basics
q Discussion and negotiation skills
q Savoir vivre at meetings
q Non-verbal communication - counteracting closed approaches
q Stress management
q Assertiveness in interpersonal relations
q Teamworking skills
q Dress code

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 3415)
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TELEMARKETER
Telemarketer is a salesperson whose task is to get and serve
customers, analyze their needs and sell products over the phone.
A telemarketer's tasks include: creating and updating customer
databases, gathering information about a product or service
provided by a company, giving information about a product
or service over the phone, identifying customers' needs and
choosing suitable offer for them, selling products and services,
cooperating with other departments of a company in order
to provide them with potential customer databases with clients'
names, contacts (address, telephone number, fax, e-mail address,
customers' reactions to offers. Telemarketer calls companies and

A telemarketer's competences include
the following areas:

private persons chosen according to specified criteria.

q

Autopresentation

q

Time management

with customers easily, be communicative, patient, persistent,

q

Having telephone calls

stress- and monotony-resistant. Due to the fact that

q

Building relationship with customers

telemarketers in most cases deal with making telephone calls,

q

Negotiation skills

they should have the right predispositions to verbal

q

Diagnosing customer's needs

communication: correct grammar and syntax of expressions, good

q

Asking questions

tone and timbre of voice, excellent diction, ability to use positive

q

Value-based selling

language and show empathy. Telemarketer needs to know

q

Finalizing sales process

the principles of using computer hardware, be skilled in using

q

Remote verbal communication

q

Building relationships over the phone

q

Scripts-conversation scenarios

q

Business correspondence

Telemarketers should be able to solve various problems and make

q

Active listening

decisions. They should also be able to listen to other people, focus

q

Assertiveness in a work place

q

Managing office equipment

q

Stress psychology

etc.), providing information on repetitive problems and

A person employed on this position should be able to get in touch

computer software and the Internet. It is perceived as a great
advantage when a person can type without looking
at the keyboard.

on a problem, convince their interlocutors, negotiate with them
as well as control conversations. Taking into account a fact that
the market becomes global, a command of a foreign language
becomes a necessity required for having conversations about
various topics.

A telemarketer's professional competences
include also computer skills in the following fields:

Suggested number of hours: 282. This includes:

q

Using Microsoft Office software

q

Searching and storing information found in the
Internet

q

82 hours of theoretical classes

q

80 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

Using electronic schedules

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

q

Using document circulation systems

q

Using the right tools for information and
communication

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 3415)
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CARE OF THE ELDERLY
This is a completely new profession and its specific character
requires outstanding interpersonal competences. Due to this
fact, in our course we put particular emphasis not only
on knowledge and practice, but also on elements
of interpersonal relations. This profession, unlike any other job,
requires emotional engagement and knowing human psyche.
The prepared certification programme is based on relevant
information acquired from elderly people looking for
competent carers to help them in dealing with everyday
problems.
The subject area covering theoretical information verifiable
at a theoretical examination includes such topics as: basic
elements of psychology, gerontology, rudiments of psychiatry,

As a result of completing the training and getting
the certificate, course participants become employees who:
q Effectively motivate and stimulate development of elderly

and medical service, interpersonal communication, ethics

people staying at home. This is achieved by applying
various rehabilitation methods and tools as well
as therapies.

in carer's profession, information on industrial and fire safety.

q Actively participate in carrying out schedules that need

dietetics, cooking, rudiments of hygiene and nursing, first aid

Furthermore, in the theoretical field, training participants will
develop their computer skills, learn how to use basic software
as well as tools and devices for processing information.
The practical field completes with professional examination,
which includes tasks and exercises based on course
participants' theoretical background. Each participant,
supervised by a placement tutor, carries out activities specified
by the subject area including also cooperation with
an employer (apprenticeship in Social Welfare Centres,
hospitals, in houses of elderly people designated by proper
organs, etc.)
All participants take part in a foreign language course. Firstly,
they learn general language and after that they learn specialist
vocabulary and profession-related expressions.
Suggested number of hours: 288. This includes:
q

84 hours of theoretical classes

q

84 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

to be followed by elderly people staying at home
or in welfare centres. Moreover, they provide elderly,
chronically ill, lonely and dependent people who do not
get support from their families, relatives or friends
with help and services.
q Help and assist in doing everyday activities in the area

of self-service and personal hygiene (washing, bathing,
dressing, combing, shaving, making bed, changing
bedding, participating in rehabilitation or activation
exercises recommended by a doctor or a therapist).
q Motivate patients under their care to increase their

independence, advise in planning expenditures, suggest
ways of spending free time and help in developing
patients' interests.
q Will come to the aid in emergency situations.
q Build positive interpersonal relations with the patients'

closest entourages.
q Support patients in difficult, crisis situations, help them

in everyday housework (doing shopping, cleaning,
cooking, and laundering).
q Will contact various institutions and social welfare

institutions in order to solve health, material, housing,
family and legal problems of the patients in their care.
q Effectively teach and support elderly people in using IT

tools and participating in the information society's life.

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 5133)
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WELDER
One of the most common and desired professions
in technical business. The main duty in this profession is
to make joints in both simple and immensely complex
constructions. A welder works not only in small companies
but also in major enterprises functioning within various
industry areas. He exercises his duties at production lines or
in repairs departments. In order to make an effort to meet
labour market demand for such professionals, a training
curriculum has been developed. Certifiable delivery
of the curriculum gives the right to work as a welder.
This profession requires excellent practical skills supported
by theoretical background. Due to this fact, particular
emphasis was placed on both theoretical and practical
knowledge.
The subject area covering theoretical information verifiable
at theoretical examination includes such topics as: welding
equipment, health safety regulations, fire safety regulations,
additional welding materials, practical welding, marking and
dimensioning joints, methods of preparing joints to welding,
qualifying welders and using electricity in arc welding.
Moreover, the subject area covers also steel production,
welding joints, steel weldability, welding strains and
deformations, welding inconsistencies, welding processes, controlling and examining welding joints, welding non-iron metals,
consequences of damages and breakdowns of welding equipment as well as welding standards. The scope of the certification also
covers practical issues, i.e. sets of detailed exercises earmarked for a specific welding method. The exercises are done one by one
by each course participant. Practical element is preceded by theoretical instructions.
A welder deals with making a welded construction in production process, during installation or repair, according to instructions
specified in technical documentation. Due to this fact it is important for a welder to read technical documentation carefully.
It is a responsible job; it requires precision and good powers of concentration. Each mistake in welding joints may result in
damaging constructions. Consequently, in order to be a welder, one needs to acquire proper qualifications.
A candidate needs to meet the following requirements: be eighteen years of age, at least graduate from primary school, have
good sight, hearing, divisibility of attention and powers of concentration. Motor coordination and manual skills are of utmost
importance. After completing the training, course participants will be able to make joints welded according to specific methods
and welding positions, according to instructions specified in technical documentation. Moreover, graduates will acquire skills
necessary for launching welding equipment and adjusting their operating parameters.
Suggested number of hours: 284. This includes:
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q

100 hours of theoretical classes

q

64 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 7212)

WIRING SYSTEM ELECTRICAL FITTER
One of the most popular positions occupied by people dealing
with electrotechnics. The main job in this profession is to wire buildings
and install fittings as well as control their functioning in public institutions
and private houses. It is a very broad profession since electrical fitters are
also employed for maintaining and repairing machines and electrical
appliances connected to wiring systems. In order to make an effort
to meet labour market demand for such professionals, a training
curriculum has been developed. It provides training participants
with basic knowledge necessary to start working as a wiring system
electrical fitter.
Electrical fitters wire premises according to instructions specified
in technical documentation. Furthermore, they install, start, overhaul,
maintain and repair wiring systems, electrical machines and appliances,
overhaul and maintain systems of automatic devices, take measurements,
run after-installation and after-repairing trials on wiring systems,
machines and electrical appliances as well as assess their technical
conditions.
It is an immensely responsible job which requires being focused and precise. Each mistake in connecting wires may result in their
later damage and electric shock that a wiring system user may get in the future. Due to this fact, regardless of a position held,
a person working with live wiring systems and electrical appliances needs to acquire proper qualifications.
Electrical fitters work everywhere, where electrical appliances are used. Detailed working conditions are determined
by a position held by such a professional. Electrical fitters installing new wiring systems work on building sites, but if they prefer
to move in order to repair faults, they may find employment in electricity emergency services. Electrical fitters responsible for
wire system in one company will do activities within this company's premises and electrical fitters dealing with car
electromechanics usually run their own garages and serve their own customers. Depending on tasks carried out, wiring systems
electrical fitters are exposed to a minor or to a major extent to low temperatures, noise or air pollution. They are responsible for
safety of power grid users or electrical appliances users. An electrical fitter should have good sight, hearing, divisibility
of attention and powers of concentration. Moreover, technical skills (especially mathematical) and creative thinking are of utmost
importance. After completing the training, a course participant can install wiring systems according to instructions specified
in technical documentation, install and launch electrical machines and appliances as well as adjust their operating parameters.
Moreover, the participants acquire skills in overhauling, maintaining and repairing systems of machines and electrical appliances.
Electrical fitters will deal with overhauling, maintaining and repairing wiring systems and systems of automatic devices, taking
measurements, running after-installation and after-repairing trials on wiring systems, machines and electrical appliances as well
as assessing technical conditions of such devices.
Suggested number of hours: 284. This includes:
q

100 hours of theoretical classes

q

64 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes
Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 7137)
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SALESPERSON
Shopping window or interior are not the only
pride of a shop. Customers' decisions may be
greatly influenced by a shop assistant. Shop
assistants need to follow some specific rules
in order to make customers feel welcome and
to encourage them to come back to the given
shop next time. Interpersonal skills and selling
techniques are the subject of our certification.
Course participants attend a foreign language
course; firstly, they learn general language and
after that they learn specialist vocabulary and
profession-related expressions.
The VCC certification includes the following
subject areas:
q Customer service in commercial

establishments
q Verbal and non-verbal communication with

customers in commercial establishments
q Stress management
q Assertiveness in interpersonal relations
q Discussion and negotiation skills
q Operating the till
q Direct sales marketing
q Decorating shopping windows

Suggested number of hours: 288. This includes:
q

84 hours of theoretical classes

q

84 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional
jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 5220)
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WEBMASTER (WEBSITE DESIGNER)
Designing websites requires professional knowledge that will allow to design
static and dynamic websites efficiently and effectively. Designing a website
requires familiarity with functioning and composing proper elements, i.e.
text and graphics that need to be put in the right places in order to make
a website attractive. The process of designing websites requires not only
practical knowledge of the subject issue but also principles of e-marketing,
which dominated the Internet. Applying these rules properly may decide
about success or failure of specific webpage. Due to this fact, knowing
human psyche, NLP-related issues as well as principles of building
interpersonal relationships successfully are also of great importance
in completing webmaster course. Moreover, a course participant will be
skilled in negotiations, writing various texts and getting precise guidelines
from customers since only these directives allow the webmaster to meet the
customer's expectations.
Content-related scope of competences provides an opportunity to become
familiar with basic professional terms, characteristic features of website
code-based (X) HTML documents, various ways of validating and correcting
documents as well as possibilities of publishing websites in the Internet.
The competences include also such areas as using ready-made website
templates, simplifying designing and maintaining websites by using
cascading style sheets (CSS) as well as becoming familiar with elements
of website dynamic modification by using JavaScript language. The training
will also provide the participants with ready-made solutions and practical
knowledge about achievable goals and tools necessary for promoting
undertakings among potential recipients by using the Internet
as communication medium. Content-related certification area includes also

As a result of the completed training,
participants are skilled in:

successful and cost-effective promotion carried out by using internet tools

q

Designing websites

as well as elements related with interpersonal contacts.

q

Adjusting website design and
characteristics to potential recipients'
needs

q

Getting precise guidelines from
customers together with their
expectations

q

Adapting to the environment, working
conditions and possible non-standard
situations

Participants who would like to get the certificate need to complete
the whole foreign language course. Firstly, they learn general language and
after that they learn specialist vocabulary and profession-related
expressions.
Suggested number of hours: 292. This includes:
q

86 hours of theoretical classes

q

86 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 3121)
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GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Computer graphics aims at acquiring knowledge that allows
training participants to efficiently and effectively use secrets of
modifying and using creatively vector and raster graphics.
Content-related area includes all multimedia aspects, i.e.
rudiments of animation, picture and sound modification,
preparing material for publishing, designing visual identity
marks and advertising components by using new objects,
modification procedures, picture retouch, enhancing
components, using filters as well as various multimedia
techniques involving graphic and sound processing, film
editing, creating animations, and also correcting and
separating multimedia materials.
After completing the training, an employee is skilled in:
q

Working with raster and vector graphics software

q

Using essential terms and techniques of working with
raster and vector graphics

q

Applying all techniques of modifying pictures as well as
raster and vector objects.

q

Preparing materials according to the client's guidelines

q

Adapting to the environment, working conditions and
possible non-standard situations

Moreover, such elements as time management, establishing interpersonal contacts, e-marketing techniques are also certifiable.
Content-related scope of the acquired knowledge allows the course participants to design vector and raster graphics and use it for
professional (e.g. in printing) or amateur purposes.
Participants who would like to get THE VCC certificate need to complete the whole foreign language course. Firstly, they learn
general language and after that they learn specialist vocabulary and profession-related expressions.
Suggested number of hours: 288. This includes:
q

84 hours of theoretical classes

q

84 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 3471)
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NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
Professional competences are of utmost importance in the case
of this modern profession. Due to this fact, the certifiable areas
include both practical as well as theoretical knowledge. This
profession requires personal involvement and good command
of various net-related subjects. Due to the fact that practical
preparation, configuration skills as well as repairing faults in both
already existing and newly created networks are of utmost
importance, a particular emphasis was placed on providing course
participants with solid practical background. Training curriculum
combines theory and practice and, as a result, prepares
the participants for carrying out the abovementioned tasks.
The scope of theoretical knowledge verified at the examination
includes the following subject areas: fundamentals of computer
networks, network protocols, routing protocols, building and
creating networks in small companies and large enterprises.
Furthermore, by developing computer competences
in the theoretical field, training participants learn how to use
the computer, become familiar with principles of its functioning,
learn how to use software and information processing tools.
The practical field includes tasks and exercises resulting from
course participants' theoretical background. Each participant,
supervised by a tutor, carries out different tasks such as configuring
small, simple networks at the beginning of the training and
complex, multi-element networks installed in contemporary

As a result of the completed training, participants
are skilled in:

companies at the end of the course. Verification of practical

q

Creating and designing new computer networks

computer competences is based on completed exercises, carried

q

Configuring and optimising new and already
existing computer networks

q

Localizing, diagnosing and removing network
failures

q

Implementing modern protocols in switchable
Ethernet networks

q

Implementing routing protocols in corporation
networks

q

taking care of the security of the new and the
already installed networks

out tasks and results of final examination.
All participants must attend a foreign language course. Firstly, they
learn general language and after that they learn specialist
vocabulary and profession-related expressions.
Suggested number of hours: 300. This includes:
q

90 hours of theoretical classes

q

90 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 2139)
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
BIT business is one of the most rapidly developing fields of computer
science. Demand for highly qualified specialists in IT business is growing
year by year and the computer science begins to merge with completely
new fields of human activity. Facing a great amount of challenges
emerging in contemporary computer science is possible only for
properly educated persons having not only broad knowledge
of computer science theory but also excellent practical skills of applying
contemporary computer tools.
A software developer is a person who will deal inter alia with:
q

Writing applications using contemporary, advanced programming
languages, i.e. C#, Java, C++, PHP, PL/SQL, Shell scripts, Perl.

q

Implementing modifications in the already designed systems

q

Verifying whether the software was installed according to existing requirements.

Great complexities of the contemporary IT systems as well as rapidly changing technologies result in the fact that requirements
that need to be met by software developers are constantly growing. Person writing software ought to be skilled in:
q

using modern programming environments (Microsoft Visual Studio, Java EE, Netbeans, Eclipse, Zend Framework, Prado)

q

programming and using objective programming mechanisms

q

designing and using relational and object-relational data models

q

reading diagrams of the Unified Modelling Language (UML)

q

designing Graphical User Interfaces (GUI)

q

using design patterns

Effective teamwork is of utmost importance in software developer's work. Contemporary IT systems are designed in teams
consisting of several dozen or several hundred people. In such groups interpersonal communication plays a key role in carrying
out IT projects. Communication skills are immensely crucial and due to this fact we recommend communication and sociable
skills workshops making teamwork more effective.
Foreign language skills also play an essential role for software developers. English has always been the most popular "official"
language of the IT industry. Good command of English is of utmost importance due to the fact that the majority of documents are
written in this language. Since numerous studies are published only in English, people who do not know this language cannot
exist in the IT business.
Software developer is a prospective profession, yet very demanding. Programming skills are necessary, as well as knowing
the latest solutions and technologies. Software developers also need to constantly improve their qualifications.
Suggested number of hours: 330. This includes:
q

90 hours of theoretical classes

q

120 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 2132)
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DATABASE DESIGNER
IT database systems based on relational databases play
an important role in contemporary computer science.
Such systems may be designed only by database designers
demonstrating excellent knowledge in this field. Designing
proper connections between database tables is one of the
most important and fundamental skills in database
designer's profession.
A database designer mainly deals with:
q

Designing, testing and implementing relational
databases

q

Creating and optimising database queries

Due to the level of complexity of contemporary database
systems, constantly improving technology as well as
continuous development of programming tools involving
database technologies, database designers have
to constantly improve their qualifications in order to meet
such requirements as:
q

Excellent familiarity with SQL and PL/SQL programming
languages

q

familiarity with relational data models

q

Knowing and maintaining main database servers (MS
SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, mysql, postgresql)

q

Familiarity with Object-relational mapping systems
(ADO.NET Entity Framework, nhibernate, JPA) as well as
data warehouses

Database designer profession can be practised by people with programming qualifications, being familiar with the latest solutions
and technologies and ready for constant development of their qualifications. Although the contemporary market makes a lot
of demands on database designers, qualified and competent professionals in this field receive generous salary and become
appreciated specialists in demand.
Suggested number of hours: 300. This includes:
q

90 hours of theoretical classes

q

90 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 2131)
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DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR
Nowadays we can observe an increasing demand for
highly qualified IT specialists managing database
systems. Database systems are core elements
of many computer systems and are used for storing,
managing, processing and analysing information.
Database administrators are responsible for proper
functioning of company database systems but they
also deal with:
q

Administering databases

q

Monitoring efficiency and capacity of databases

q

Installing new versions of systems

q

Creating and optimising database queries

Complexities of contemporary database systems,
development of developer tools involving database
technologies as well as constant technological
development impose newer and newer requirements on database administrators, namely:
q

Excellent knowledge of SQL and PL/SQL
programming languages

q

Knowledge of relational data models

q

Knowing and maintaining main database servers
(MS SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, mysql, postgresql)

q

Familiarity with data warehouses

Good interpersonal skills that are crucial elements
of database administrator's competences. Database
administrator cooperates with people outside the IT business who do not have appropriate technical background but need
to obtain specific data packages from computer systems. Communication skills are immensely crucial and due to this fact we
recommend communication and sociable skills workshops making teamwork and everyday work more effective.
Suggested number of hours: 300. This includes:
q

90 hours of theoretical classes

q

90 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 2131)
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
Designing gardens, parks, green areas and public functional areas becomes more and more popular service provided
to increasing number of clients. Due to this fact, there is a need to educate landscape designers who could help people
in designing their surrounding areas so that the natural harmony would not be disturbed and people could feel good. A welldesigned garden or park allows its users to relax, enjoy unconstrained leisure and spend free time in a pleasant environment. Due
to this fact, it is good to hire a professional who will prepare a plan and design of the whole garden. Currently there are numerous
companies that professionally deal with garden advising services, garden design and carrying out all the related necessary works.
As a result, the demand for landscape architects is constantly increasing.
The VCC-certifiable subject area:
q

Designing gardens and green areas

q

Designing parks and city squares

q

Designing green spaces of cities and
housing estates

q

Revitalising urban areas

q

Designing water gardens, garden houses
and street furniture

q

Designing unconventional, eco-friendly
playgrounds

q

Choosing building elevation colours

Good landscape designers always stick
to the rule of balance, one of the most important principles in designing. Moreover, they select plants properly and carefully,
following other principle of design, i.e. symmetry and applying rules of proper plant density. Such procedures allow designers
to achieve satisfying ornamental and care results. Landscape designers offer professional advice. They design green spaces
of cities, gardens or deal with green spaces for individual clients offering them interesting compositions and innovative solutions
complying with their individual visions, dreams and requirements. The proposed solutions need to take into account local
conditions and specific functions that a designed object should fulfil: decorative, relaxational or acoustic. Due to this fact,
designers need to have spatial sense and be especially sensitive to aesthetic issues. Thanks to the acquired computer and Internet
skills, landscape designers will be able to keep up with news and global trends within their profession. By using appropriate
computer software they will be able to create landscape visualisations also taking growth of plants in a given period as well
as their appearance in particular seasons into account. Foreign language skills will allow the course participants to improve their
professional skills and make exchanging professional experience easier.
Suggested number of hours: 230. This includes:
q

50 hours of theoretical classes

q

60 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 2141)
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BABYSITTER
Babysitting is a new, immensely difficult and responsible
occupation. It requires good preparation and responsible
choice of skills. Due to this fact, certification frameworks for
this profession were created as a result of cooperation
of experts in psychology and pedagogy. While choosing
content-related aspects, such issues as counselling, carrying
out hygienic and nursing treatments for children as well
as creating the right development and child security were
taken into account.
Developing theoretical and practical education was based
on such elements as:
q

Planning care, nursing and educational counselling work
based on own observation and conversations with
parents

q

Playing with children while simultaneously taking the proper child development into account (games involving usage
of manipulating, movement and constructing skills as well as music, art and speech development classes)

q

Preparing selected educational resources for specific games and educational activities

q

Supervising a child's proper development and its security, including providing the right equipment, meeting the deadlines
of visits to the doctor

q

Providing a child with hygienic and nursing treatments, e.g. washing and bathing

q

Preparing meals according to the principles of healthy eating

q

Feeding a child and preparing it for independence; making baby bedding, changing nappies, developing child's hygiene habits

q

Giving medicines according to the doctor's orders, carrying out simple medicinal treatments such as disinfection and dressing
as well as performing first aid in emergencies.

q

Taking care of decor and hygiene of interiors where children stay

The described profession includes such skills as providing appropriate nursing care for the developmentally and physically
disabled children who need the babysitter to have particular interpersonal and psychological skills.
Candidates who would like to verify their knowledge by taking the certificate examination will also acquire computer and foreign
language skills. The latter will especially include vocabulary involving the professional jargon.
Suggested number of hours: 282. This includes:
q

82 hours of theoretical classes

q

80 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 3229)
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FLORIST
The certificate examination verifies such skills as arranging floral decorations, both small compositions and spatial solutions
improving aesthetic features of the surrounding area. Using decorative plants, cut flowers and potted plants, the course
participants learn how to create visual arrangement of ceremonies, celebrations and other events as well as providing full-scale
interior decoration services. Moreover, the participants acquire skills of using art composition principles, ways of land use
planning, interior decoration as well as rules of trading with ornaments for floral decorations.
They also learn methods of designing floral decorations, preparing plants as well as dried and artificial plants for being applied
in decorations. The participants, supervised by professional mentors, acquire skills of arranging various types of floral
decorations, preserving flowers with different methods, packing and transporting ready-made compositions, decorating hotels,
offices, shops, mansions churches, flats and open-air market stands. Thanks to the acquired computer and Internet skills
the course participants will be able to keep up with news and global trends within their profession. The acquired foreign language
skills will make improving professional competences, participating in international events as well as exchanging informational
and experience easier. The future florists will be able to arrange an exhibition on their own. Having acquired such a background,
artistic sense as well as love for plants, the course participants may think about running their own sole proprietorship.
Suggested number of hours: 230. This includes:
q

50 hours of theoretical classes

q

60 hours of practical classes

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

60 hours of foreign language professional
jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 3471)
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HEALTH CARE INSTITUTION MANAGER
Management efficiency is of utmost importance in successful
functioning of health care institutions. Such facilities may be
managed effectively only by highly qualified people who
demonstrate specialist knowledge in the area of how health service
institutions function. Moreover, such people ought to know how
to implement changes, analyse market by using various techniques
and have good interpersonal communication skills. Apart from
these qualifications, health care institution managers should be
also skilled in applying the latest computer tools and solutions.
Taking freedom provided by the uniform European market into
account, a manager who is in charge of a health care institution
should be also skilled in a foreign language in order to easily
communicate with patients and other institutions operating within
medical environment.
However, not only high professional qualifications but also
specialist knowledge decide whether a manager is effective or not.
A person on this position must have various interpersonal
competences making successful communication with colleagues,
patients, patients' families, companies, health service and
institutions possible. Moreover, a health care institution manager
ought to be skilled in time management as well as conducting
negotiations and mediations.
Effective management is a combination of hard and soft skills which
are a vital element of working with other people. Only thanks

Thanks to the course, the participants become
familiar with plethora of innovative and practical
management methods. They acquire theoretical
knowledge in:
q Marketing and PR
q HR management
q Document circulation management
q Organising work
q Methodology of project management
q Medical services market
q Methodology of funds management
q Basic legal and economical principles of health

service institutions functioning in different
countriesh

to such combination of knowledge and skills it is possible to achieve
goals and be effective in managing health service institutions.
The presented certification is aimed at people employed in health
care institutions: doctors, medical technicians, nurses, pharmacists
as well as managers. It is an attractive offer also for people
who would like to acquire completely new skills and start working
in a new profession.
The certification curriculum was developed in compliance
with contemporary international standards. It is delivered not only

The practical part provides the participants with
opportunities to write a business plan for selected
health service institutions, develop marketing
strategy, become familiar with the latest document
circulation systems as well as with software used for
managing medical projects. Moreover, the
participants develop practical skills in using
spreadsheets as well as creating and running medical
internet marketing campaigns.

by applying standard methods such as interactive workshops but
also using an innovative tool, namely the e-learning platform.
All participants take part in a foreign language course. Firstly, they

q

80 hours of theoretical classes

learn general language and after that they learn specialist

q

80 hours of practical classes

vocabulary and profession-related expressions.

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

The certificate examination verifies all the competences:

q

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon
classes

theoretical, practical and foreign language.
Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 1319)
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Suggested number of hours: 280. This includes:

OFFICE WORKER
The aim of this course is to provide the participants with
knowledge regarding such fields as office functioning,
organising office work, practical skills of running an office,
including organising a director's work and dealing with office
documents. The course curriculum entails such aspects as
organising office work, information flow in office
management, principles of effective communication,
organisation and management, professional savoir vivre,
legal issues, operating computer and office equipment. The
course curriculum includes also foreign language training,
both general and professional.
Selected subject areas included in the course curriculum:
q

Office functioning: basics

q

Office equipment and appliances

q

Organisational structure

q

Tasks of the secretary's office

q

Managing document circulation, receiving mail

q

Inventorying and archiving documents

q

Office correspondence

q

Business documentation, VAT invoices, bills

q

Documents classification and file storage systems

q

Techniques of writing various business documents

q

Accounting for business trips

q

Making decisions based on acquired information

q

Conditions of information effectiveness; forwarding
information

q

Communication as a basic element of interactions
between people

q

Communication skills

q

Efficient communication with a customer, colleagues and
the boss.

q

Communication barriers and different ways of breaking
them

q

Time management
The importance of efficient organisation, principles of
dividing the work between employees

q

q

80 hours of theoretical classes

q

80 hours of practical classes

q

Defining and verifying goals to be achieved

q

60 hours of foreign language classes

q

Savoir - vivre in provided services

q

q

Making telephone calls, welcoming clients

60 hours of foreign language professional jargon
classes

q

Basic principles of labour law

q

Remuneration for work and other services

q

Working hours, employee's duties and employer's duties

q

Operating such devices as fax machines, copying
machines, printers, scanners and comb binders

q

Computer basics - editing texts, using spreadsheets

q

Databases, the Internet

Suggested number of hours: 280. This includes:

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 4190)
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TRAVEL AGENT
A rapidly developing profession. Demand for organised leisure activities as well as increasing customers' needs require a lot from
travel agents. These professionals establish, coordinate and supervise the process of providing tourist services so that companies
would achieve maximal financial results. They also conduct demand researches and create supply of tourist services offered
to domestic and foreign clients, cooperate with other economic actors as well as stimulate the development and streamline
tourism infrastructure.
The certification area includes professional skills and knowledge as well as IT and foreign language competences. Skills acquired
by the course participants include:
q Analysing tourism market and customer service systems
q Satisfying customers' needs within tourism infrastructure
q Creating offer and adopting it to the current demand.
q Specifying trading policy, including pricing, offers, sales policy as well as standards

and principles of assuring quality
q Savoir vivre in customer service and guidelines on cooperation with contractor.
q Selecting offers of service providers while paying special attention to preparing

own product as well as events or services meant for sale.
q Negotiating, content-related and legal consulting as well as entering into contracts

with tourist service providers implementing a company's strategy.
q Negotiating financial conditions, confirmation deadlines and cancellation conditions

as well as rules of ordering facultative and programme services.
q Taking client's orders, developing programmes, calculating costs of completing

the client's orders, carrying out tourist events or providing services accepted by a client.
q Dealing with business and informative letters.
q Appointing tourist guides, couriers on package tours abroad or other foreign tour

operators' representatives to supervise completion of tourist events.
q Accounting the provided services
q Informing clients about conditions of participating in tourist events, their programme

and quality of the provided services as well as opportunities and conditions
of buying supplementary services.
q Creating customer service systems, promoting positive image

of a company, preparing advertising materials, issuing
catalogues and leaflets presenting the company's offer.

Suggested number of hours: 282. This includes:
q 82 hours of theoretical classes
q 80 hours of practical classes
q 60 hours of foreign language classes
q 60 hours of foreign language professional jargon classes

Profession included in the International
Standard Classification of Occupations
ISCO-88 classification structure (number 4221)
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Select Competences
CERTIFICATION CATALOGUE
This module is aimed at people who have already acquired
necessary professional qualifications but would like to update or
develop them. Such people do not need to go through the whole
course cycle as in the case of the New Competences module. They
can choose any professional area that would meet their
requirements. Everyone can develop their skills in using professional
jargon of a foreign language spoken in a country where a candidate
would like to work. It is also possible to learn how to use IT tools.
Select Competences offers a vast array of 40-hour trainings
constantly being tailored to the needs of people who would like
to develop their skills.

Vocational Competence Certificate

Select Competences

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN: CAD 2D AND 3D
Computer aided design, CAD, is widely used in engineering and general
industry. It is difficult to imagine creating any element, e.g. screws, car
parts, computers or any other objects, from advertising billboards
to houses, bridges and warehouses, without designing them previously
in CAD environment.
There is a high demand for CAD 2D and 3D specialists in the industry and
numerous design studios. Due to this fact, such professionals have
tremendous opportunities for professional career and development.
Computer aided CAD 2D and 3D design is aimed at acquiring knowledge
that will allow the course participants to effectively and efficiently
prepare and design CAD projects within CAD environment.
The aims of the training:
q

Possessing skills in customizing CAD software

q

Developing skills in designing complete spatial and flat technical
drawings

q

Increased effectiveness and optimised work thanks to learning
advanced 2D and 3D techniques

The most important content-related elements:
q Preparing electronic technical documentation

n Basic concepts: 3D graphic environment, navigating

coordinate systems within LUW command, creating new
coordinate systems

n Basic concepts: graphic environment, drawing standards,

coordinate systems, drawing/working units, scope of drawings

n Working with coordinate systems

n Managing graphic data: creating templates, import/export

n Coordinates in space

q Creating and manipulating objects
n Drawing simple objects

q 3D modelling

n Creating linings and fillings

n Framework modelling

n Regions

n Surface modelling

n Text boxes

n Solid modelling
n Spatial modelling by using levelling

q Snapping
q Dimensioning

q Precise 3D drawing
n Creating solid models while preserving dimensions and

n Object dimensioning

spatial positions of the objects

n Editing dimensions

n Dimensioning spatial elements

n Creating user's dimensioning styles
q Layers
n Layer options
n Creating new layers
q Spatial coordinate system

Suggested number of hours: 60
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q

Printing
n Creating and scaling projection planes
n Adjusting printing settings
n Managing printouts by layout status

DOCUMENT CIRCULATION MANAGEMENT
Companies and institutions process several dozen,
hundreds or even thousand documents every day.
Such papers are properly classified and put
in the right files and closed in filing cabinets.

Correspondence

Subjects

Documents converted into electronic form become
files being stored in catalogues on servers or
personal computers.
Documentation library

Versions sent to recipients, i.e. entities cooperating with us, expand the whole idea of 'documents' which are frequently
of utmost importance since they include confidential trading information or personal data that can be processed only according
to appropriate provisions stipulated in the right bill.
The 'Document circulation management' training is aimed at everyone who works in a team and faces the necessity of creating
electronic documents, their further processing and archiving.
The aim of this training:
q

Improving qualifications required within a specific professional group.

q

Practising effective document circulation management skills as well as competences of using software supporting
implementation of business processes.

q

Increasing work effectiveness by becoming independent in using the electronic document circulation system.

The most important content-related elements of the training:
q

q

q

Correspondence

q

Resources parameterisation

n

Managing Correspondence

n

Retrieval

n

Own correspondence

n

Reports and listings

n

Received correspondence

n

Templates

n

E-mail

n

Subjects

n

Correspondence register

n

Companies

n

Persons

Documents
n

The idea of resources library

n

Changes in documents

n

Organisation scheme

n

History of documents

n

Tasks commissioning

n

Resources access rights

n

Statistics

n

Events analysis

q

Subject parameterisation
n

Subjects’ retrieval

q

Managing work organisation

Policy on data security
n

Determining sets of personal data

n

User access control

n

Software updates

Suggested number of hours: 30
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ELECTRONIC ADMINISTRATION
E-Administration is a common electronic access to services offered
by state and council administration. E-Administration needs to be
popularised not only due to amendments in law but also such
strategies developed by state government as Computerisation
Development Strategy for Poland for the next few years and
accession of Poland to the European Union.
Delivering knowledge from this field is aimed at employees working
in state and council administrative bodies that, due to their
profession, demonstrate practical knowledge regarding operation
of such bodies and would like to verify and develop it. When they
make decision about upgrading their qualifications, they will
expand their knowledge about operation of administrative bodies
by using modern means of communicating with administration, via
electronic communication. This modern mean of communication
may increase effectiveness in functions performed by the state and
council administrative bodies and make dealing with official cases
and acquiring cases-related information easier.
There is a possibility to extend the certification scope and add
basics of legal and organisational principles regarding operation
of administrative bodies for people who have not worked in any
department yet. Due to this fact they do not demonstrate any basic
knowledge regarding operation of such institutions but would like
to start working in this profession.
The most important elements of the training:
q

Managing information service of an office and the Public
Information Bulletin

q

n Managing the Electronic Registry Box

n Creating structure of the Public Information Bulletin

n Registering paper and electronic correspondence; forms,

e-mails, electronic faxes.

n Dealing with CMS - designing and modifying the website of

the service

n Transferring documents from one register to another

n Managing the Public Information Bulletin

n Internal circulation of correspondence; account

assignment; carbon copies; copies of correspondence

q Applying electronic signatures in public administration

body

q

q

Designing and generating document templates

n

Signing documents and printed e-mails

n

Multiple signatures

n

Verifying signatures of various certificates providers

n Sending documents to other public administration bodies

n

Trusted time stamping

n Bringing and managing cases

n

File encoding

Electronic Platform of Public Administration Services
(ePUAP)
n Basic information regarding the web portal
n Creating a profile on the web portal
n Using ePUAP as a repository for storing electronic documents

Suggested number of hours: 40
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Using document circulation system in practice

n Delivering documents via electronic means of

communication

q

Generating and circulating internal documents
n Publishing documents in PIB and information services
n Designing and modifying electronic forms

INFORMATION SECURITY
Nowadays, information is the most important value in
every enterprise. That is why it should be protected
very well. Losing strategic plans, marketing concepts,
trading policy or simply access details to computer
systems may frequently result in serious financial
loses. Consequently, it may write off the further
development of a company or even force a company
to stop doing its business due to losing credibility.
The training aims at verifying knowledge of principles
regarding contemporary management of IT security
as well as information security and protection, paying
special attention to personal data. Skills in risk
management are also verified.
The aim of this training:
q

Increasing awareness of the need for information security

q

Familiarizing candidates with current legislation

q

Preparing for working as a Personal data Administrator

The most important content-related elements of the training:
q

Importance of information in an organisation

q

Models and principles of squaring and accounting

q

Threats classification

q

Administering the information security

q

Physical, environmental and human resources security

q

Intruders and methods of their actions

q

Security levels

q

Incident detection methods

q

Security plan

q

Planning actions to be taken

q

Computer systems audit

q

Detecting and identifying incidents

q

Inventorying resources

q

Reaction to incidents: alarming, limiting

q

Assessing risks and loses

q

Assessing damages

q

Identifying susceptibility to risks

q

Restoring system after incident

q

Strategies of designing information security

q

Responsibility

q

Assessing current conditions Testing

q

Documenting and assessing incidents

q

Raising the employees' awareness

q

Modifying information security plan

q

Access control

q

Legal aspects of information security

q

Identification, authentication and authorisation
methods

q

Risks of information being sent

q

Encoding data

q

Access, precision and confidentiality protection

q

Electronic signature and its infrastructure

Suggested number of hours: 32
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VOICE EMISSION
Voice emission is a process of emitting voice during speaking
or singing. Voice emission is an intellectual and physical
activity That means that creating sound is not only a mechanic
activity performed by particular organs and muscles.
Intellectual character of voice emission means it is
a conscious and intentional activity dependent on our
nervous system. The nervous system is a source
of movements and it makes conscious muscle movement
coordination possible.
Voice emission is based on the work of single muscles. While
learning voice emission, we explore and learn new impulses.
We create voice habits. We learn new ways of using muscles
movements, coordinating them as well as regulating their
proper tension and relaxation. Voice emission is a resultant
of breathing, phonation, resonance and articulation. These
combined activities are the subject of interest during learning
the proper voice emission. Voice emission learning process
includes such elements as articulation, moving from one
register to another, changing voice dynamics and pitch.
Proper voice emission is especially useful for people who
need to strain their voice in every day work and for whom the
proper voice emission is the key element of profession Using
voice skilfully is necessary for each person who professionally
deals with convincing listeners to opinions, products, services or ideas. The proper voice emission makes one's voice sound
stronger, more reliable, and does not require a lot of effort at longer speeches or dialogues. Voice is treated as a professional tool
which, while used properly, improves our image and simultaneously provides us with an opportunity to express our individuality
in a better way.
The most important elements of the training:
q

Voice - basic professional tool

q

Speech expression

q

Conditions of the right voice emission

q

q

Technical aspects of voice emission

Using voice in building relationships with other
people

q

Voice hygiene and improvement

q

q

Influence of postures and breathing exerted on voice
emission

Basic breathing exercises, i.e. using diaphragm
breathing consciously, applying relaxation techniques
in voice development.

q

Breathing techniques

q

Hygienic use of voice system at work

Suggested number of hours: 20
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REMOTE VERBAL COMMUNICATION
Verbal communication is based on words; it applies natural
language, i.e. speech as a communication mean. This is
a basic mean of interpersonal communication. Verbal
communication requires presence of two people, namely
the speaker and the listener. Both of them need to know and
use a special code, i.e. a language.
The following elements are of utmost importance in verbal
communication:
q

Accenting and modulating uttered expressions frequently
has a greater influence on an interlocutor than the gist of
statements.

q

Level of speech fluency

q

Statements messages

Remote verbal communication also entails such
communication means as the telephone and the Internet.
The most important elements of remote verbal
communication:
q

Remote verbal communication:
n

Meaning of successful communication in
professional life

n

YOU and I messages

n

Verbal communication in interpersonal relations

q

Remote verbal communication in relations with
customers

q

Verbal communication and the first impression

q

n

How to create the first impression successfully

n

How to get into the contact

q

Active listening:
n

Listening as the most important communication skill

n

Active listening vs. passive listening

n

Barriers making listening difficult

n

Summary

n

Assertiveness as one of the communication aspects
n

Developing assertiveness

n

Assertive behaviour

n

Assertive reaction to justified and unjustified critics
and praise

q

Applying "simple openers" in remote verbal
communication

Clarification

q

Ways of encouraging to conversation

n

Paraphrasing

q

Remote verbal communication in practice

n

Mirroring

Suggested number of hours: 20
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INTERNET MARKETING
Internet marketing is a vast array of solutions
applied by modern and developing companies for
presenting their potential in the Internet.
Integrating marketing activities in the Internet is
of utmost importance in the process of creating
brand image as well as lasting relations
with customers. The existence of a company,
brand or idea may depend on the efficient and
successful usage of the Internet.
The certification is aimed at all people and organisations
that have already started investing or are going to invest in promoting
the brand, idea, mission, offered products or services. The training will also
provide the participants with ready-made solutions and practical
knowledge about achievable goals and tools necessary for promoting
undertakings among potential recipients by using the Internet
as a communication medium.
It presents various successful and resources-efficient promotion methods
by using internet tools. It also shows practical examples of achieving
selected goals, analysing effectiveness of the applied tools as well
as avoiding the most common mistakes.
The most important elements of the training:
q E-marketing: basics

q

q

q

Using e-Marketing tools to achieve goals

n

Definition of needs and products

n

Websites

n

Definition of e-Marketing

n

Social network portals

n

E-Marketing in practice

n

Internet catalogues

n

Writing content

Defining goals for e-Marketing
n

e-Marketing and economic calculation

n

Internet communicators

n

Keeping clients

n

Micro-blogging

n

Creating and promoting image and products in the
Internet

n

Bidding and portals with classified ads

n

Locators

n

ePR

n

E-mail marketing

n

CRM - Customer Relationship Management

n

Loyalty programs

Independent analysis of the effectiveness of eMarketing tools
n

Measuring effectiveness of the applied tools

n

Correction activities

n

Looking for niche

Classes regarding internet marketing are delivered in form of workshops by using computers with Internet access. The training
participants become familiar with practical aspects of internet promotion, learn how to use professional tools for carrying out and
monitoring internet campaigns.
Suggested number of hours: 20
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NLP IN EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS
Negotiations are key and indispensable element of numerous professions. Sales representative, manager or salesperson skilled
in negotiating will be more effective in their work. People, who deal with convincing others on a daily basis ought to demonstrate
broad and comprehensive theoretical and practical knowledge regarding negotiations. Increasing this knowledge with
the elements of neurolinguistic programming (NLP) will make convincing more successful and will satisfy both negotiating parties
and, simultaneously, it will guarantee professional success of an employee.
The presented certification process is aimed at people who would like to improve their negotiating skills, effectiveness
of conducted negotiations as well as learn new negotiation techniques and games.
During the training, the participants take part in workshops developing skills needed for maximizing profits in negotiations, i.e.
to establish goals properly, define BATNA (Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement) as well as to change negotiating
perspective. We will also provide you with negotiation arsenal: in the part involving persuasion language and techniques we will
deal with using knowledge and methods regarding neurolinguistic programming.
The training curriculum includes inter alia:
q

The idea of negotiation

q

Basic principles of negotiating

q

The most common negotiating mistakes

q

Negotiation stages

q

Negotiation styles

q

Body language in negotiation

q

Using space in negotiation

q

Basic terms in NLP

q

NLP operating assumptions

q

Strategies of creating relationship; report

q

Representation systems

q

Submodalities

q

Perception positions

q

Anchoring emotional states

q

Persuasive language: basics

During the workshops, the training
participants will "act" roles and actively
improve individual techniques. Applying
a video camera at the training allows
the participants to observe themselves
during tasks carried out. Such an operation
will make feedback easier and provide
the participants with an opportunity
to correct their own mistakes.
Suggested number of hours: 30
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND MULTIMEDIA
In the era of constant development and increasing demand for
improving skills and, consequently, of everyday needs and
the needs resulting from market trends, the acquired
competences regarding vector and raster graphics and its
professional appliance, e.g. in printing, becomes more and more
popular.
Such techniques as creating materials for publishing, composing
visual identity marks as well as advertising elements are
frequently used by numerous companies taking care of their
image and advertising. Moreover, modifying and retouching
photographs, highlighting specific elements and using graphic
filters are immensely common operations implemented by great
number of professionals.
Various multimedia techniques (graphics, sound, movie, animation) applied both in professional and amateur fields regarding
montage, processing graphics and sound as well as creating animations, correcting and separating multimedia materials are
indispensable elements of our contemporary everyday life.
Demonstrating skills in such fields as multimedia and computer graphics is an advantage that will allow the course participants
to master the following competences:
q Theory of computer graphics

q Using tools within software for processing vector graphics

q Techniques of working with raster graphics and its purpose

q Multimedia aspects of everyday life

q Techniques of working with vector graphics and its purpose

q Using multimedia elements and their modification

q Using tools within software for processing raster graphics

q Multimedia tools and equipment applied in everyday life

WAll the above mentioned skills, while combined with each other, create a symmetric, uniform standard that becomes an
essential skill within competences of numerous professions practised in compliance with current trends and global markets
needs.
The most important elements of multimedia and computer graphics that are the subject of certification process:
q Theory of computer graphics

q Basic information on interactive technology

q Creating and editing raster images

q Interactive activities

q Creating and editing vector images

q Interactive whiteboard

q Preparing graphics for publishing

q Voting system

q Printing and preparing graphics for print

q Internet browser, looking for information on multimedia and

q Batch processing - automatic image preparation process
q Downloading multimedia data from digital devices

q Electronic mail, e-mail client

q Digital sound processing

q RSS channel

q Film

q Internet communicator

q Computer animation

q Discussion forum

q Multimedia presentation in everyday life

Suggested number of hours: 60
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graphic files

BLENDED LEARNING
Blended learning method is a modern education-supporting tool. E-learning
is a form of remote learning and using information-communication
technologies became its core element. It aims at improving quality
of education, mainly thanks to asynchronic communication of teachers and
learners as well as easier and better access to teaching materials.
Using this tool in didactics has been functioning in more developed countries
for numerous years and it has become a core element of a so called blendedlearning. Such solution provides students not only with better incentive
to learn but also with adapting the knowledge sharing process to individual
preferences of specific recipients (visualisers, audiles, kinesthetics).
Thanks to the computer and the Internet, the course participants can acquire
knowledge from different places at different time. In contrast to traditional teaching forms it is not required from all course
participants to be in one place at the same time. E-learning training is one of the most successful and effective forms of sharing
knowledge with unlimited number of people.
We offer you certification including training regarding using the e-learning platform for teachers. The training focuses on practical
aspects of work and using this technique. At the training, the course participants have an opportunity to work with the platform
and create sample teaching materials prepared in compliance with standards of creating e-learning components. Such
communication between teacher and student has numerous advantages.
The blended-learning teaching training allows the participants to remotely develop and deliver classes (school classes, courses,
etc.). The scope of the certification covers the following aspects:
q

Familiarizing the course participants with the latest trends in teaching

q

Familiarizing the course participants with the latest technologies helpful in teaching

q

Acquiring practical knowledge on creating multimedia teaching materials

q

Adding variety to teaching process by using multimedia

q

Using mobile education technology effectively

q

Using electronic teaching resources, especially the ones that can be found in the Internet

q

Developing and delivering classes by using mobile technology

The key elements of the blended-learning:
q Familiarizing the course participants with LMS (Learning

Management System) by using Moodle

materials
n Creating materials by using Microsoft Word

q Discussing e-learning platform interface

n Creating materials by using Microsoft Power Point

q Creating courses

n Working with Microsoft Learning Essentials for Educators

n Creating new courses

n Creating materials and saving them as PDF files

n Setting basic features of a course:

n Creating materials in form of instructional videos

n Managing the course content

n Uploading materials onto the platform

n Familiarizing the course participants with individual course

n Familiarizing with different types of quiz questions

elements, namely Chat, Forum, Lesson, Quiz, Scorm, and
Dictionary.
n Adjusting settings of Chat and Forum sections
n Creating lessons
n Information on searching illustrations and including them in the

n Creating interactive quizzes by using Hot Potatoes software
n Creating quizzes by using MS Word
n Quizzes and their advanced settings
n Uploading quizzes onto the platform

Suggested number of hours: 40
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USING COMPUTER AND THE INTERNET
Activities involved in this field are essential in almost each part
of human existence, regardless of age, nationality or social status
of individual people. In the era of commonly used information and
communication techniques, finding information is essential for
functioning on the specific level. Organising, selecting and saving
incoming information properly become an invaluable skill that can
immensely make one's work more effective and efficient.
Additionally, this may directly or indirectly make somebody else's
work easier. During performing any professional work, computer
and Internet skills are so common and widespread that people who
do not demonstrate such competences are practically excluded
from professional and private life.
Having computer and Internet skills is an advantage that will
provide the training participants with an opportunity to learn
the subject area allowing them to acquire the following
competences:
q

Skilful browsing, searching, organising and segregating
information found in the Internet.

q

Using electronic mail (sending, receiving, forwarding and
replying e-mails, managing incoming mail in e-mail client
software)

q

Being well acquainted with files and folder system and organising the saved data.

q

Searching information about files and folders, creating and handling them in a proper way as well as developing good habits in
using computer hardware and software.

q

Construction of the computer and its connections with other parts - basics

All the above mentioned skills, while combined with each other, create a symmetric, uniform standard that becomes an essential
skill within competences of all professions practised in compliance with current trends and global market needs.
The most important elements of using the computer and the Internet:
q

Basic computer parts: processor, memory, motherboard, optical drives, monitor, mouse, keyboard

q

Organising data on the computer - files and folders

q

Types of files and their extensions

q

Using standard applications to create and edit documents

q

Browser window - discussing the features

q

Opening e-mail account on a server

q

Introduction to using e-mail client software

q

Sending and receiving e-mails

q

Address book

q

Using search engines for searching websites

q

Saving webpages and their various elements on the hard drive

Suggested number of hours: 50
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USING OFFICE SOFTWARE
Using office software is a competence of utmost importance not only
to people working in an office but also to people who would like to improve
the quality and pace of their work. Working with text files is an immensely
important activity undertaken by all the employees dealing with writing
descriptions, manuals, written studies, papers, etc. The knowledge regarding
working with such documents becomes an indispensable element
in the abovementioned areas. However, working with multimedia
presentation is not only a simple but also effective way of presenting one's
own ideas, suggestions, products and other data as well as issues that need
to be presented, explained or advertised to the committee. Spreadsheet is
an ideal tool for preparing statistics, budget and summing liabilities. These
activities finally lead to major conveniences, increasing quality and speed
of making calculations in various accounting offices as well as commissioned
tasks.
Being skilled in using computer software is an advantage that will provide
the course participants with an opportunity to learn topics allowing them
to acquire the following competences:
q Skilful editing and building document structures
q Applying tools that make working with large text documents

easier and more efficient
q Using presentation techniques and creating individual elements

in the context of the specific social group

q Using animation and multimedia characteristics that emphasize

the essential content aimed at specific recipients
q Learning spreadsheet formulae and functions making calculating

process more efficient
q Working with spreadsheet - methods and techniques

These skills create a uniform standard, essential for using office software efficiently and successfully. The most important
elements of using office software are the following:
q Text editing and formatting
q Working with templates

q Basic elements of preparing slides, using visual effects and

colours for increasing effectiveness of the message

q Table of contents and document structure

q Creating new presentation templates

q Using and editing imprints, headlines, placing footnotes at

q Combining the new and the already created presentations

the bottom of the page and at the end of the text
q Protecting documents with passwords and removing protections

q Using formatted texts, colours, patterns and pictures in slides

as well as saving them as graphic formats

q Forms in text documents

q Converting graphics into drawing object; editing images

q Datasheets

q Using effects in slide shows

q Macro commands - developing and running macro commands,

q Editing graphic objects used in presentations by applying

assigning macros to specific buttons
q Printing - advanced printing options
q Importing data
q Sorting and filtering data
q Computational functions Tax, discount, conditional functions
q Calculating and estimating tools, action scenarios
q Audience and environment - understanding the environment

in which presentation is given affects perception of
the presentation.

available tools
q Using graphs and diagrams in presentations, editing and

formatting them.
q Presentation management - monitoring the slide show (timing,

slide effects, etc.)
q Connecting the presentation with spreadsheet or text clipping

and including such content in the presentation
q Changing connected objects into embedded objects

Suggested number of hours: 80
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INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN TEACHING
This training is aimed at teachers and all people who would like to improve teaching by using e.g. interactive whiteboards. Voting
systems and various interactive appliances become more and more popular, especially in the Internet.
Skills in preparing Power Point presentations as well
as sharing knowledge effectively by using interactive
whiteboard become more and more popular not only
in education sector but also in business. Moreover, simple,
basic skills in editing graphics have become intrinsic elements
of reality created by the society for both private and
professional purposes. Risks resulting from using the Internet
by children are also included in the set of competences
encompassed by the standard. Having computer and
Internet skills is an advantage that will provide the training
participants with an opportunity to learn the subject area
allowing them to acquire the following competences:
q

Teaching in compliance with the current trends
in education development

q

Developing interesting classes involving multi-surface
development

q

Improving quality of education

q

Using software and hardware essential in sharing
knowledge in multimedia way

These skills establish a uniform standard that facilitates using interactive technologies in teaching.
The most important IT elements in teaching:
q

Computer graphics - basic concepts

q

Multimedia - basic concepts

q

Interactive techniques - basic concepts

q

Raster graphics - characteristic features

q

Software used for editing raster graphics

q

Multimedia presentation in teaching

q

Techniques of preparing multimedia presentations

q

Software used for preparing multimedia presentations

q

Interactive whiteboard in teaching

q

Techniques of working with interactive whiteboards

q

Interactive whiteboard software

q

Basic information on interactive technology

q

Interactive activities - characteristics

q

Developing interactive activities

q

Voting system - principles of operation

q

Advantages and disadvantages of delivering multimedia classes

Suggested number of hours: 40
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MOBILE SYSTEMS
This training has been developed due to the increasing popularity of mobile devices, which more and more frequently
supplement traditional, big appliances. Mobile phones are no longer used only for calling or texting but they started to be applied
for being constantly in touch with one's office or clients. It takes place by using the latest applications which can be installed
on a mobile phone or palmtop and make communication much easier.
Mobile systems are operating systems that make more advanced work on palmtops or mobile phones possible. It is not possible
to write uniform software since each device is different and not compatible with other similar appliances. However, the majority
of useful applications can be used on several platforms simultaneously. The most popular operating systems are:
q

Windows Mobile

q

Symbian

q

Android

q

iOS for Apple devices

These systems, although poorer than operating systems installed on computers, may successfully substitute office equipment
and "fit" it into "smaller" box. Additionally, these systems may easily connect with external servers from which they may
download information. Such operations make working with these systems much easier.
There are numerous advantages resulting from applying these solutions, such as quick and easy access to company resources,
saving time as well as money. An important element is the ability to skilfully implement and use applications in order to make
work more efficient. Numerous professions require mobility and companies cannot afford lacks in information flow. Thanks to the
specially developed training providing proper solutions, such a problem may be eliminated.
The training curriculum entails, inter alia:
q

Introduction to basic mobile systems and learning the differences between them

q

Introduction to functions offered by mobile systems

q

Using mobile systems in various professions

Suggested number of hours: 35
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PHONE SALES TECHNIQUES
Phone sales techniques are a collection of knowledge and skills that
ought to be acquired by each call centre employee. Telephone is one
of the most important tools for salespeople, allowing them
to communicate with clients. It is a main tool used in active sales,
reaching potential customers as well as strengthening relationships
with them, In order to achieve goals in sales, preparing trading team
working with particular project is of utmost importance. While
carrying out the sales process, not only the sales techniques but also
product specification and target group should be taken into account.
Successful telephone sales takes place when: positive telephone
contact is established by giving business presentation, replying
to customer's objections and finalizing sales successfully.
Sales process consists of the following stages:
q

Getting customers

q

Establishing contact over the phone

q

Presenting an offer

q

Negotiations and finalizing sales

q

After-sales service

The most important elements of phone sales techniques:
q Professional image
n Building professional image over the phone
n Non-verbal communication over the phone

customers' liking easier
q Refuting customers' objections over the phone

n Voice modulation in telephone calls

n Conversation methods applied in case of objections

n Telemarketer's presentation given over the phone,

n Refuting objections

regarding the product and the company
q Starting business phone calls
n Business phone calls scripts
n Phone calls initiated by a customer

q Telephone conversations with difficult customers
n Dealing with complaints over the phone
n Telephone conversations with various customers
q Successful presentation of business offers

n Phone calls initiated by a salesperson

n Effective business argumentation

n Getting through 'secretarial' barrier

n Value-based selling

n Opening a phone call by a salesperson

n Successful presentation of business offers

n Getting customer's interest
n Dealing with customer's refusal
q Recognising customer’s needs over the phone
n Examining and understanding customer's needs
n Asking open and closed business questions
n Active listening
n Paraphrasing
q Gaining customers' confidence
n Creating positive atmosphere over the phone
n Establishing salespeople's credibility

Suggested number of hours: 30
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n Methods that make developing and preserving

q Price-related telephone conversations
n Appropriate presentation of prices over the phone
n Principles of having price-related conversations
q Finalizing sales and business talks over the phone
n Telephone verbal and non-verbal signs indicating client's

willingness to buy a product
n Finishing telephone conversation in case of successful

and unsuccessful sales
n Positive summary of the telephone sales

SALES TECHNIQUES
Sales techniques are compilation of knowledge and skills which
should be mastered by every trade department employee.
In order to achieve goals in sales, professional preparation
of trading team is necessary to carry out the sales process
in which not only the sales techniques but also product
specification and target group should be taken into account.
Successful sales takes place when: positive contact is established
by giving business presentation, responding to customer's
objections and finalizing sales successfully.
Sales process consists of two stages:
q

Getting customers

q

Establishing contact

q

Presenting an offer

q

Negotiations and finalizing sales

q

After-sales service

Key elements of sales techniques:
q

q

q

Establishing business contacts
n

Creating professional image of a salesperson

n

Body language in business contacts

n

Using voice tone in conversations

q

Gaining customers' confidence

n

Value-based selling

n

Effective presentation of business offers

Refuting customer's objections
n

Methods of having conversations in case of objections

n

Refuting objections

n

Creating positive atmosphere

n

Establishing salespeople's credibility

n

Salespeople and the correct price presentations

n

Methods that make developing and preserving customers'
liking easier

n

Having price-related conversations

q

q

Conversations with difficult customers
n

Recognizing customer's needs

n

Analysing customer's needs

n

Asking the right questions - open and closed

n

Active listening

n
n

q

Effective price presentations

Price negotiations
n

Relieving negative reactions to prices

n

Having price negotiations

Finalizing sales
n

Verbal and non-verbal signs indicating client's
willingness to buy a product

Paraphrasing

n

Final proceedings in the sales process

Methods that facilitate understanding and discovering
customers' needs

n

Proceedings after selling the product

n

Finishing telephone conversation in case of successful
and unsuccessful sales

q

Successful presentation of business offers

q

Effective business argumentation

q

Summary of the sales

Suggested number of hours: 30
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Babysitter

29

Florist

30

Health care institution manager

31

Office worker

32

Travel agent

33

CERTIFICATION CATALOGUE. Select Competences

34

Computer aided design: CAD 2D and 3D

35

Document circulation management

36

Electronic administration

37

Information security

38

Voice emission

39

Remote verbal communication

40

Internet marketing

41

Nlp in effective negotiations

42

Computer graphics and multimedia

43

Blended learning

44

Using computer and the internet

45

Using office software

46

Interactive technologies in teaching

47

Mobile systems

48

Phone sales techniques

49

Sales techniques
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